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D, Salient features of the report.
(1) Further tests were conducted with the M. I. T. Friction
Engine. Isolation and measurement of Piston Ring Friction work
during a crankshaft revolution at 1000 RPM while firing was
satisfactorily accomplished. The titulary objective was achieved
for the given set of conditions.
(2) Maximum feasible tensions caused a barely detectable
increase in total piston ring friction work,
(3) Wide rings showed only slightly greater friction than
the narrow rings.
(4) Reducing the number of piston rings from three (3) to
one (1) caused a reduction in FMEP by about 25^ in the case of
the 3/16" rings, but in the case of the l/l6" rings, friction
remained nearly constant,
(5) The 3/16" Interrupted surface rings indicated values
of FMEP, after run-in, comparable to that of the similar lapped
surface rings.
(6) Further work with the MIT friction engine should include:
(a) Effect of ring size, profile, and numbers.
(b) Effect of interrupted s^urfaces.
(c) Effect of increasing piston speed so that ring
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INTRODUCTION
This thesis la to be a continuation of the work begtin by
Forbe 8 and Taylor , and later continued by Leary and Jovellanos^ ,
(3)
and Llvengood and Wallour . Forbes and Taylor demonstrated that
the piston and ring friction Increased with Increased oil viscosity
and Increased slightly with Increasing Indicated mean-effective
pressure. Combined piston and ring friction was greater at higher
engine speeds* The results were of a preliminary nature, however.
The work of Leary and Jovellanos extended the use of thd
original apparatus to show that piston and ring friction decreased
quite rapidly during the first hour of running (starting with now
rings and cylinder) and more slowly for an extended period, there-
after. An Interesting result of this Investigation was the observa-
tion that the friction work measured during the process of ring
scuffing was not greater than that for normal operation.
The work of Llvengood and Wallour conflnned the results of the
previous Investigations, In addition. It was shown that plston-rlng
friction decreased with increased cylinder Jacket temperatures, and
that lowering the manifold pressure reduced the plston-rlng friction.
The cast iron piston rings operating in a SAE 4140 steel barrel had
the lowest friction of the combinations tested. The cast-lron-rlngs
In a porous chrome barrel had the greatest friction, and the SAE
4140 barrel with one chrome top ring had intermediate friction.
These differences were small, however.

The results of the previous Investigations appeared to show
that the techniques developed are sound and could yield useful In-
formation. The eleotronagnetlc pick-up used by Llvengood and Wallour
(3) and modified in February 1951 gave satisfactory results and ade-
quate gensltlvity. The much stlffer diaphragm for the combustion-
cylinder suspension increased the natural frequency of the cylinder
and thus improved the detail of the friction records obtained.
Using the apparatus of Llvengood and Wallour, it was decided
to extend the studies to inclu 'e othar variables: (1) face width of
the rings, (2) ring tension, and (5) number of rings. The rings are
to have a face width of 1/16" and :5/l6", each to be obtained in both
maximum and minimum feasible diametral tensions. It was desirable
to check the friction characteristics of an Interrupted surface
oiston ring as co'ripared with a lapped surface ring. The Perfect
Circle Corporation supplied the necessary piston rings to make the
comparisons.
An oil scraper rin™ was not used for the following reasons:
(1) Crosshead seals eliminate problem of oil seeping into
combustion chamber from below,
(2) Oil scraper ring would introduce an unnecessary component
of f-'ictlon which would further complicate the analysis.
The apparatus used in this investigation was basically the same
as that used by the previous investigators. It consisted of an elas-
tically mounted combustion-cylinder sleeve that would have a small
motion along the axis of the sleeve due to the friction forces between
the sleeve and the piston rings. This motion was recorded photographi-




Figure I shows the cylinder and crosshead assembly. The light
cylinder was clamped on the inner clrciunforence of the two annular
steel diaphragm sprincis. The outer edn;e3 of these diaphragms were
damped to a heavy cast-iron barrel. The space between the sleeve
and the cylinder barrel formed the water jacket. The clamping was
accomplished by the cylinder head at one end and a steel plate at
the other.
The cylinder head was provided with unsplit junk rings which,
together with oil supplied under pressure, formed a seal which ef-
fectively closed the combustion chamber against leakage of the gases.
These rings had approximately 0.002 inch diameteral clearance within
the sleeve. The junk-ring grooves were deep enough to allow the rings
to center themselves properly with the sleeve. The lands between the
junk rinr;3 had a diameter small enough to ensure that there was no
contact with th. sleeve.
Vent holes were provided in the cylinder head to allow oil and
gases which had leaked past the junk rings to escape and thus avoid
a rise in pressure above the upper diaphragm. In order to reduc©
such gas leakage to minimum, a metered supply of oil was Introduced
under pressure into a passage leading to the junk-ring grooves. Most
of this oil escaped through the leak-off passages above the diaphragm,
but some found its way into the combustion chamber and onto the cylinder
wall, where it provided piston ring lubrication. Piston rings received
all their lubrication in this manner, except for a negligible amount
traveling from the crankcase up past the crosshead seals. This "top*
cyllnder"lubrication is the primary point of difference between the
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friction engine and an Internal combustion engine In serlrlc©. How-
ever this should cause negligible difference when optiin"'an oil flow
to Juni^: rings is maintained, and only comparative results are de-
sired. The cylinder head was cooled by cold water flowing through
its jacket passa^ea. Low temperature of the head was desired In
order to keep the oil viscosity at the junk rings as high as pos-
sible.
Two spark-plu2 wells, which are shown in figure I, v/ere sealed
off from the jacket coolant by rubber seals which exerted no appre-
ciable constraint on the axial motion of the sleeve,
A water- jacketed crosshead cylinder was Installed between a
CFR crankcase and the cylinder assembly described above. An aluminum-
alloy crosshead, operating in this cylinder, carried on its upper end
a special piston. In order to reduce leakage of oil by the crosshead
and scuffing by the seals, the crosshead was chrome plated. Since
no wrist nin was required for this piston, the central portion was
reduced in diameter to decrease the weight. The piston to take the
1/16" rinr,s was on hand, (See Figure Til), However, for the 3/16"
rings, a nev.' piston had t'> be made. This is shown in figure II, Th©
crosshead and piston assembly was deslj^ned so that during engine opera-
tion only the piston rings touched the upper, o:"* combustion, cylinder
sleeve. Two oil seals were installed belov; the combustion cylinder.
The upper seal prevented the oil an i ga^es whicli leaked by the piston
led
rings from escapln ; into the cranlccuse. These products were
out through passages above this seal and thus could be meas-'ored. Tbo
lower seal helped to prevent the crankcase oil which lubricated the
crosshead from contaminating the lubricant supplied through the junk
rings to the combustion cylinder. Oil caught by lower seal was re-




It was noted by Llvengood and V/allour (3) that the greatest
change in piston ring friction mean-effectlvo pressure occurred
during the first hour of run-in, and that after the third hour
there was no significant change In the friction. For this reason
(-K )
It was decided to limit the run-in tests to three hours as opposed
to tan hours for the test runs of Llvengood and Wallour.
The piston rings used were supplied by the Perfect Clrclo Cor-
poration of Hagerstown, Indiana, to the same specifications as those
of reference 3, Piston ring data is found in Table I, The diametral
tensions and gaps of the rings were measured before and after each
(2 ) ~
run by means of a device described by Leary and Jove llanos .
Before each run the SAE 4140 liner was lapped fifty strokes
with number 600 emery using an old piston and cast iron rings as a
tool. This insured that each run would commence with the liner in
a similar surface condition.
Before the combustion-cylinder sleeve assembly was Installed
in the engine, the sleeve motion measuring apparatus was calibrated
by loading it with test weights. These curves are shown in figures
VII and VIII,
Prior to each run-in test the apparatus was flushed with clean
oil and refilled to the same crankcaso level. Runs were made under
the following conditions:
Engine speed, rpra 1000
Fuel-air ratio Best Power
Spark Advance Best Power
Manifold pressure, in. Hg. abs, 2^2 jfO.2
Crankcase oil tenp, ^'F 150 j§ 2
-5-

Cylinder Head Temperature, ^ 6^ jt ^
Combustion and Crosshea^ ^Cylinder
Jacket Temperature , ^^ 180 + 1
Inlet mixture temperature, **F 150 + 1
Oil pressure, psl 50
Lubricating oil . Texas Co. URSA P-20
Specific gravity at 60°P 0.88
SSU at 130*"? 160,3
SSU at 210°F 52,8
(Qil for all runs taken from same barrel,
Gil Is wholly parafine base and distilled
mineral oil with no additives} used for
both Junk rings and crankcase
)
Fuel: Marine white, unleaded
octane rating 78
The engine was run for about 3 hours under these conditions,
and friction records were taken photographically approximately every
half hour. After the test run with each set of rings the engine was
stopped and dismantled to remove the two bottom rings from the piston.
The en^3ine was then reassembled and the test run continued for about
two hours with one piston ring, during which time friction records
were taken. It was not felt necessary to recalibrate the sleeve-
motion measuring apparatus after the change of rings because of the
rapidity of the change. Subsequent calibrations proved the electro-
magnetic pick-up to be operating satisfactorily.
-ft-

The electromagnetic pickup of reference 3 was used for measur-
ing sleeve motion. This allowed greater detail in the friction
records when the diaphragm system was made 30 times as stiff as that
of reference 1 and 2. The measured natural frequency of this system
was calculated to be about 1100 cycles per second, while the spring
constant was about 815,000 pounds per inch.
The electromagnetic pickup (See Fig, IV) was connected to an
Impedance bridge circuit which was supplied with a carrier voltage of
5,000 cycles per second. The output from the bridge, which was ad-
Justed in both amplitude and phase to an almost perfect balance, was
amplified and applied to the Y-axla deflection of a DuMont type 208
oscilloscope. During the engine operation, the motion of the cylinder
sleeve changed the position of the armature with respect to the pickup
and thus changed the balance of the bridge circuit. The edge of the
resulting modulated carrier wave was centered on the oscilloscope
screen and was photO'*raphfd for a permanent record of the sleeve
motion. Such photographs were made by turning off the X-axis sweep
of the oscilloscope and projecting the image of the trace onto a
film which moved at right angles to the trace motion at a known
speed (25 inches per second). Figure V shows a photograph of the
electrical measuring equipment.
Adequate sensitivity was provided by the electromagnetic pickup
with a modified laminated arinature. The system was calibrated by
loading the sleeve diaphragm assembly with test weiglits and recording
the trace deflection as observed on the oscilloscope, A celluloid
grid was placed against the tube face; the horizontal lines which ap-
peared on the photographic records established a convenient force
scale which was helpful in interpreting the results. The top deaA-
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center position of the engine crankshaft was established by a neon
light which flashed once per revolution of the engine crankshaft.
Light from the lamp illuminated a slit, and an image of the slit
was focused on the back of the film as it passed tlirough the film
gate in the camera.
Fuel-air mixture was supplied to the engine from a steam jack-
eted vaporizing; tank, and the exhaust gases were cooled in a surge
tank before passing into the laboratory exhaust system. Inlet and
exhaust pressures were measured in these tanks. Temperature were
measured with mercury-in-glass thermometers with the exception of the
lower crankcaae oil supply, which was measured by a vapor pressure
thermometer. All accessory fuel, water, and oil pumps were electric
driven. Engine torques were measured by means of a cradled electric
dynamometer and hydraulic scale. Figure VI shows a photograph of
the friction engine on the test stand.
-8-

Preoision of Frlotlon Measurement
Statlo calibration at 180°F jacket temperature of the friction
measuring apparatus was made before each run with weights from 10
to 50 lbs. Deflections were observed on the oscilloscope grid to
the closest 0.05", and are plotted in Pigs. VII and VIII, The
curve was assumed linear within the expected range of frictlonal
forces, A straight line approxiiaation of the relationship la shown
in the calibration plot. See Figs, VII and VIII,
Evidently the new laminated armature which replaced the
powdered iron piece used in previous years, provides a reliable mag-
netic pick-up, once it has been properly adjusted. The overall sen-
sitivity has not been changed. In order to account for the antici-
pated friction of 3/16" rings, a lower gain setting on the oscillos-
cope was used so that the trace would not come too close to the edge
of the screen.
Several early runs were discarded due to sticking of the
junk rings after a short period of firing. This difficulty waa
rectified by Insuring a steady flow of oil (2cc/mln) and keeping the




The friction of two surfaces sliding over each other, auch aa
piston rings over a cylinder liner, is usually differentiated as
dry, fluid, and mixed friction. In analyzing the friction of piston
rings, it is considered that the friction is of all three natures
because of the various conditions that exist during the cycle--that
is, extreme variation is gas pressures from one to about forty at-
mospheres, variation in relative velocity, variation in distribution
of oil over the bearing surfaces, presence of impurities and foreign
matter in the lubricant, and roughness of the surface 8#
Examining the characteristics of the various types of friction,
it is seen that with dry friction the friction is directly proportional
to the pressure between the two surfaces and independent of the rela-
tive sliding velocity and area of contact. With fluid friction, in
addition to the effect of viscosity and thickness of the lubricant
and the form of the surfaces in contact, the frictional reslstano©
varies as the area of contact and the relative sliding velocity,
normal pressure remaining constant. At present, mixed friction
defines the zone between fully fluid and dry friction. Hydrodynamio
theory breaks down here because the extent of the oil film is not
known.
In general, the variation of piston ring characteristics might
have the following effect on piston ring friction:
1. Increase of ring tension would increase friction of the
dry type and decrease the fluid type oi friction,
2. Increase of face width (tension remaining the same) would
decrease the dry friction and increase the fluid friction,
3. Decreasing the number of piston rings used would decrease
the friction of both types,
-10-

4, An interrupted surface ring would have more friction than a
similar lapped surface ring because It would break up the
lubricant film and produce the hl;-her frlctlonal coefficients
of dry friction. Reference 7 indicates that an Interrupted
surface would produce a better film in the long run because of
the entrained oil in the grooved surface, and thus havo com-
parable friction characteristics to a lapped surface ring.
The effect of mixed friction on the above is generally
impossible to predict because of the vague knov/ledge of tha
mechanics of this type. The relative magnitude of the various




1, Ring tension had little effect on total piston ring friction.
Differences in piston ring mean-effective pressure due to ring
tension indicates slightly higher ring friction for rings of
maxlmuin feasible tension.
2, Ring face width had but a small effect on piston ring friction.
The two runs with three 3/16 inch rings indicated slightly in-
creasing friction over the period of the teat as opposed to a
decrease in friction with the three 1/16 inch rings.
3, Reducing the number of piston rings from three to one reduced
the friction mean-effective pressure by about 2b% in the case of
the 3/16 inch rings, but in the case of the l/l6 inch rings the
friction remained nearly the sarie.
4, The 3/16 inch Interrupted surface rings indicated very high
friction at the beginning of the run, but as the run-in time
Increased the friction continued to decrease to a level equiva-
lent to that of the 3/16 inch lapped surface rings,
5, Blow-by for the single l/l6 inch rings was nearly twice as
great as that for the runs with the three l/l6 inch rings.
High tension reduced blow-by in the wide rings, but tension
appeared to have no effect on blow-by past the narrow rlng8#
-12-

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
Effects of Ring Tension,
In general It can be said, that the changes In ring ten-
sion produced no si £;nlfleant chan.^es in the total friction
work. The band covering the results fo^ the rings of the
highest total tension was slightly above the corresponding
band for the rin^s of lowest total tension, V.Tien divided
into components, P;.ffiP during the compression-poiwer strokes
(CP-FJa^P) did not noticeably change with tension 'vhereas PME?
during the exhaust- intake strokes (EI-:-uEP) sl^owed a slight
Increase v/lth increased tension,
Tlschbeln noted in his expeririGnts that the friction
coefficient went up as the wall pressure Increased, and he con-
cluded that there was a smaller proportion of fully fluid fric-
tion Involved since the fluid friction v/ould theoretically de-
crease with increasing wall pressure. Hov/ever, it should bo
noted that these results were obtained at low ^^as pressures,
i.e. approximately atmospheric conditions,
Gonsi Icrlnj]; that the top ring bears the brunt of the
gas pressure and contributes most of the friction as seen in
the results, it is noted that renioval of the two bottom, light
tension, narrow rings hardly effects the piston ring friction
while the removal of the two bottom, heavy tension, wide rings
caused a noticeable drop in the friction work. Tnln effect
of total tension is further confirmed by the difference between
the total FMEP for runs C and C' and the difference between the
total FMT^P for runs D and D*. It might be considered then that
the two botton rings show the effect of ^ .
ring tension which fact
-13-

would bo in accordance with the results oT Tlschboln since thoy are
under lo.ver gas pressures.
Effect of Rinj; Face "idth
The runs with three 1/16 inch runs appeared to have a de-
creasint; tre;"id noted v.hen three 3/16 inch piston rin^^a v/ere used.
Tlie magnitude of the friction work in each case was nearly the
same, naen the friction work was "broken down into compression-
power and exhaust-intake components no si^^nificant trends v.'ere
noted within the band of the plotted datum. This is especially
noticeable in the exhaust- intake component where the band, v/ldth
of the plotted points is often fifty percent of the maxlwom
values observed, v.hen dealing v;ith such small magnitudes oT
friction such dispersion of results is unavoidable, Tliere Is
hardly any noticeable effect of ring face v/idth on piston ring
friction.
Effect of Ghanp;e in Nionber of Rings
As mentioned under "Effects of Ring Tension," the top
ring apparently contributes the major portion of the friction work
during the test r'uns. Further by breaking;; the friction into its
components, it is easily seen that most of the friction occurs
during the conpression-pov/er strokes. This is attributable to
the high |;5as pressures to which the top ring is subjected.
During the exhaust-intake strokes v;herc the gas pressures were
near atmospheric, friction was always light, and EI-FMSP was
observed in most cases to be less than one pound per square Inch,




Tlie greatest change in friction work due to chance In
nuihber of rings was noted after run D when the change of total
ring tension was fron about 30 pounds to 10 pounds. The least
change in friction work due to a chan^^e in number of rings was
noted after Run A, where the change of total ring tension was
from about 3 uounds to one pound. The change in tension after
Runs B, and C was about seven pounds, and here the drop In Fi&E?
was perceptible but not as '^ve&t as after Run D. Thus it might
be said that the change in total wall pressure Is the predomi-
nant factor caasinr, the change in FMEP.
Performance of the Interrupted Surfac^ Rings
In order to see if there had been any perceptible wear,
photomicror-raohs were taken of a 3/16" Interrupted Surface Ring
before and after aooroximately five hours of running under fir-
ing condition"?, ^'ear -ras not Derceptible except so far as polish-
in,'; of the lands which war. pronounced, (See Figs. X and XI). As
expected, F:.!FP in R^Jin E ..aB very high for the first hour of run-in
probably due to ring surface rou,:-hne3s breaking the oil film,
but after several hours the r'ME? dropped steadily and approached
the FMEP observed with the other 3/16" hi.^h tension rings (Run
D). The striking difference, however, was the slightly increasing
trend of FMKP with time in Run D, whereas in Run E the ITAEP
seemed to decrease v;ith time.
Although the three Interrupted Surface rings show
equivalent or possibly better performance after run-in as compared
to the three (3) lapped surface rings (sane tension) there is an
Inconsistency whsn the condition of only one ring Is compared.
-li>

Run D« indicates lower F.VSF than Run E'. This would seem to ahow
greater contact pressure, with more dry and mixed friction on the
lands of the Interrupted Surface ring. However, the stop-functions
photographed near T.D.C. were not so pronounced in Run E' as they
were in Run D» (see Figs. XXIII ana aXIV). This phenomenon may
have been caused by either the neasured difference in I3:.IEP (Run D»
avera,;ed 10 pai higher than Run E»} or by the entrained oil effect
mentioned previously. Variation in vertical clearances between
groove and ring, and accumulation of carbon deposits may have
also been contributing factors. The fact that the run-in Inter-
rupted Surface top ring, however, appears to liave had less dr^
friction tlian the run-in Laoped Surface top ring U significant,
since piston ring wear is related to magnitude of dry friction




Variation in Piston Ring Blow-by
.
With tho narrow faced rings, tension did not aeera to
effect the blow-'by^wiiile reducln,^ the number of rings in-
creased the blow-by aopreciably. This nij^ht be seen as an
increar-ed restriction to gas flow due to the number of rincs.
The rin,i, gap throu^jh which part of the blow-by takes place was
practically the sane for all runG. Another factor which might
possibly effect blow-by is the angular position of the various
rings in their respective grooves, thus if all the ring gaps
were lined up vertically on the piston, one might expect
more blow-by than if the ring gaps were widely separated.
The angular position of the ring was not observed. (See Figs,
XVII),
With the wide-faced rings the effect of tension was not
as consistent. Runs C, C», and D* were in the same range
while run D was markedly lower. One logically night say this
was due to the extreme change in wall pressure due to the ring
tension since the change of number of rings did not appreciably
effect blo'^.'-by in Run C and C. (F^ee Fie;. XVIII).
The three interrupted surface rings had a blow-by slightly
above the corresponding three lapped surface rings of similar
tension. Here again' the unlcnown variable of ring gap position




Remarks as to the Effects of Circularity
Diametral bore gau^e readiness at TDC before the test
runs were started In March 1951 measured 3.251 inches on the
electromagnetic pick-up diameter and 3.253 Inches at ')0* to
the above. This could mean 0.001 inch wear and 0.002 inch
distortion from the true 3.250 inch diameter. Bore taper
was less than 0.0005 inch. After completing Runs A, B,
C, and D and with four lapping operations, there was no
perceptible departure from the initial measurements. The
surface hardness of the liner, of course, is much higher
than that of the rings used.
The 0.002 inch deviation from circularity rnit^ht show
up as an effect on Pl.tEP. It would probably be more noticeable
in the case of the wide stiff rings than in the case of the
narrow flexible rings since the former would experience more
difficulty in conforming to the true shape of the liner.
Furthermore, it supposedly would be more pronounced at Trc
where gas pressures were highest. Rotation of the rings was
not observed; however, if it occurred, variation in local





(1) Maxlm^im feasible tensions caused a barely detectable Increase
in total piston ring friction work,
(2) Wide rings showed only slir;htly greater friction than did the
narrow rings.
(3) Reducin,'3 the number of piston rings from three (3) to one (1)
caused a reduction In FMEP by about 2b% in the case of the
3/I6" rings, but in the case of the I/I6" rings, friction re-
mained nearly constant.
(4) The 3/I6" Interrupted surface ring indicated values of FMEP





(1) Further study of vine size, profile and number of rings la
recoraraended,
(2) Results Indicate that run- in time for v/lde rings should b©
greater than three (3) hours used to run-in the narrow
1/16" rings.
(3) Further study of Ring Tension is not considered to be warranted.
(4) Further study of friction work with interrupted surfaces is
reoommendod,
(5) Consider the possibility of increasing piston speed so that
ring variable effects would b© more pronounced.
(6) Consider the possibility of building a similar friction engine
of large size, where the absolute value of FMEP would be greater,
and possibly the error and dispersion would be relatively
smaller.
(V) study the effect on the photographic record of lar^e variation




Summary of Data and Caloulatlona

APpe/^oiK A
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APPENDIX B
Sample of Calculation Procedure

APPEMDIX D
Samnle of Calculation Procedure
Step 1. The developed film waa placed in an enlarger such that
the enlarged distance between the TDC marks was exactly 9 inches
or twice the stroke of the engine, A tracing of the wave envelope
and grid was made on a piece of 8 1/2 x 11 paper—one of the com-
pression-power strokes and one of the exhaust-intake strokes.
After the tracing was made, the result vms cc^npared with the bal-
ance of the cycles on the film. This was to insui^e that the en-
velope traced was representative of the particular run.
Step 2, The tracings were placed in the Mn' transfer machine
(Reference 2) where the coordinates were changed from Force versus
crank angle to P'orce versus voliaae and the work loops were formed.
Step 3. Each work loop was then integrated by use of a planlmeter.
W •
I
Fds. For example, take the compression-power work loop of









planimeter constant: 100 units = 1 sq, in,
work loop area « 10.18 sq. in,
tfom f^nlarger, 1,35 Inches was equivalent to on© inch
on the oscilloscope.
From the transfer machine, stroke v/as 4.5 inches.
From the oscilloscope calibration plot (sec Fit?. VII),
slope of graph was 15.9 pounds per inch of deflection.

Tlius the woru: of the loop Is
W = 10.18 X Y73^ ^ ^^ X 15.9 = 108 In. lb.
PMEP a -^
V^ friction engine ==37.3 cu. in.
Similarly for the EI-P?4EF of run BJS is
EI-PI^IEP = 0.38 psl
total R'EP = 3.27 psi
F?'EP 2 , 39
Conv. Factor = aSea = 10.18 = 0.284
AIR FLOW
Measured by ASME standard square edged orifice (DIfuneter ,515")
Simplified formula (Ti » 75**F + S^^P)
M„ = A = . 00079 yplh
a
Reference; M.I.T. Notes on Air Flow by %. A. Leary and D. Tsai,
brakp: mean effective pressure
BMEP = 792000 x B.L. g. ^ nyd^aulic Dyn. Constant = 5000
V.s displ. Volume « 37,3 cu, in.
BMEP = 4.25 BMEP
BKP = N X B.U a 1000 ^ „ Q^20 x B.L.
K 5000
Reference: W.A. Leary Scale Data Computations 5/46
Dynamometer No. 12.
R = 12.6050 in.
d = 1.6135 in. (computed)
d = 1.6060 in. (actual)





EXPERIMENT NO.^a! TITI F Xg ' Co^tems^.m R.^/gs
ENGINF CFR- FRICTION FMFI MAR.^^eWM.r^ <i ft
BORE ^ A f^TROKF ^ 'U r.OMPRFC^.qiON RATIO S.ot'










CONSTANTS BMEP = B.L. X 4 25" BHP. BL-X,"""- = o.;io X a.c. Dy^/. r^AA z^t^o ^^-3^ fA;j






CONS. ^ S.A. -R irs Bmep (Tc t; ^ Sc ?. L <f< fc r,OIL JAG
^«»rfrfe«/<:eo tiorotKi^a //4o A, /ooo S-0
" Fir<i/uQ n^s /^.5-
^7
•
;i3 146 .?7<? ;i.o ^.^^ ?l.Z9 30.28
IZoo (7.i" (S-0 17^ •OAd •o.io 77 Ol03ii .a>o07 9 .07r3 8.2<i i'Zc) 14.4 -o.fo \'14 fei" .?7fl i.O z.s-
Itli /7.^ /ro 18I 77 .o\»^^ .00060 .oiftt 8.30 6~orj- 7i.O |cri .?76 /.7 3.0
/i3o /8.4 /rr l«o 77 .o\«>J.3 .aooao .0784 j^i-r 78.Z 148 .?<i3 ^,3 l-l
Phott,. ^,Z /^fr /?.$• /^f ISO 77 .oloi3
1
.078' ^.sr 7S.(1, <4f .?68 a.r ^.5-
Tfto «MrF,^FeKE»J«£ OW ScoPe t3;io /5.7 /J-/ ISO 77 .0|»tT .0778 S^AO 7?- -5" iro .fr* a.d ^.9
Ph-oto. ^,3 1330 li.l IS'o m 77 . 162.7 .<^^7a S-.io 7?.r K*? ,f7o '^ 3.^
nt-s \8S tS'o 180 76 .o)oi-7 .0778
^
r.(,o 75.4 i5-» .?ro i.« 2.^
Phot-o Ai"^ (3S-0 18.C, JS( «7? 78 .o .,b%n .0778 y.(,o 7?.o li"! .fr<j /.p 3.0
i^ H-o-TD A , 5" If-oS- IS.'i (s-i ISO 7}? ^16^8 .077^ s:yo ffo.3 i4r \ .?74 /.8 ?.o
Photu a , (. l^fZo le.i iSH jao 78 .Cilovy >r .6778 \ f ' { ^,4o S6.3 iro 64 .?70 '.7 Z.f
CEAieD FKtlU<i (S~iO
^ f i 1 f ,1 .?6f
t^oTo«lA/C Fh oTo A,1 /s-3y lOoO • IfJL /6o '0,1 -0.1 18 .oU4C — - * Sff -. -0.^0 /yo ^6 .?^/ z.o y\ Hf ^
(S-31 OIL Vast rv/«//t- /?/<»/'
J
7^ fi<SM£^: 3-f7 ^/rv^*
Time 3** y?*^ Fuu IP /A/ Jjtou-Ji/ Fu<45'T ;i 3 •
Co>^-(eKic.ao M»r«/tnO& liToS a; \aoo So «
c«M«<i <~iOe.fi.o FtiCK^a ISIQ (090 IB.O -o.» -4./ 7? 23- j:a'^6 .5i? 2.0
(fZO I8.S- \AS ifif 7? .^ it>in OOoBo .018C 9.30 S-.iD 70.6 \^8 is- .f6f ^.to 4.3 ;il4o 3a.2o 30.Z0
^^^^^^H ISSo 18.1 145 (78 V .»«•« f> 007*1 07f? ff.lS^ jT.ir ^0.4 iro .?«? 2.0 <i.:i
^^^I^H Is-'U) It.o |i"3 /8o 77 .^roi.j. .ooo-rf *77? Q.Zf r.rr 9o.a ISI .5tf /i" 6-7
^^^^^H ?Uoro iSSO (•i-X U'3 (sr rL .<)/o^^ 0006O d?8/ ?.3o /:oT 8(.6> (SI .9t;7' 2.2 r.S"
Pt+»To A.'
4
lUOO ir3 in {ef ^7 <»/02.i Od«40 ^?<P/ i?.30 r.i-r ixo (So .9i? •^. / iir
?f+oT6 ^/,^ I6>08 l*?.7 i£/ m •
"





H6Tft«t*J6 Puoro ^l 6 1618 ' r - Trr ^' ' r 1 t 1 ' 7^ ' { — r? 1 ' i . /.0 2.^ y v 1
S£c««£o Ea/S Time.-. \''zf'^ (CZS- »r; 7^
^io<il>AT/t ,Teiosi»tJ^ .^Ar. Oil T»> J-UMK RthiQS iB^f\^ ^.) 110 oms. .•
^l /.38 Iks .014^ Fv.iJi( ) lA/ c LoUA f riA iK /j:;
^^ /-^? .<>/7" 4 (exT/ tcMEkW /3l4CAA
i)
^3 /.4J 01 3'
1 1
5coP i G(^( .at; 4< i Cfl OTrt fiu*t$ ; PA f? w.c,6 J -*-J/ 'l?j»J5 A.- \'

EXPERIMENT N0.^..«. TITLE
ENGINE Cfi^ - fricxiom
'//^ Hi GK TEMSIOM KlNjGS Q/^J£ ftT/^(L 27 , I'jS-l





BORF3'/4 <?TROKE4 'k COMPRESSION RATIO- S-.cs- BAROMETER (ACT).
"
(CORR.) 30.40
CONSTANTS BMEP « B.L. X 4.2r B„p..BiJL^- = 0.20 X B.U. 4/>$. f^SiSt/jiey
REMARKS TIME RUN RPM B.L. F.L TEMP. J OILPRES. D B ^1 AIRCONS. FUELCONS. i S.A. R h iH^P (fc "^c 7; ^^ ?^ u (ti. if. f/OIL JAG •e
Com«e»oc;eo H or»<t/fJ e /<JAr ^/ ( SccA C «»•/ a/; ^ )
" f^i/ztf/e /oza /^.C) iT.S
7ho-»« t^ecftRO y.- / toSo /ooo /^.^ ISO lit S-0 'd.f •6.3 7S- .0/0 3i, .000% .6773 2J- /.3 ^7 6 8.0 -0.^ /iV ^5- .170 Z.O 3.0 zf.s- 3^.f 36.3
f^eoocep ScAi^n CiiiAj To: 3S' 1(00 5-, 4
Pkoto (i.e.c»AD 5, --2. lllo /i".4. ISI /€o S-o -o./ -6.3 74 .«/oi,o .eooi .*7«< 8.1 i'.iT 76.1 /J'2 <i^ .?76 2.0 z.% 3^./ 3o.}»
llZo /i".r IS-/ /?/ •0./ -6.3 14- .« lolo .«o»$ .0184 S.i <r4J' 6^./ /s-/ iy .?70 1.0 3.0 Jo,/ ^0.30
?H 9T» ^ec »< o ^ 1 - -^ 1/30 if.i lif /8/ -OJ •».3 V .61614 fioi>78 .o7^r g.z r.i-r LC.L /SO ar .170 /.O 3.3 5a./ 3o.Jo
PwoTo ^acixo B, - 4- /ISO f^'.i Mf /80 •,oi -6.2S ?; .01(^2^ oo«7t .0170 12S i's-r (-1.1 /S'D i
>''




'8/ -0./ -6.3 74 .0161.0 .ooolf .07?? S.z^ S-.i'O 6g,5- JSI ^j- .%i Z.4 1.9 So. to ^6.70
Photo ^ac»-eo P, * "ST IZIO II..3 IS-D lio •/>! V6.3 74 otoic .*««?» .^773 ff.zr ^.ra <,?.3 /s/ ^r .9ii l.O 3.Z 3d. 10 36.30
Phott* •• P. - C IZib /(..L lif 18/ -0.1 -o.n ?^ dletj .OOOSo .0 7iz gjo j-.i-r ^D.^- HJ if fil l.O 3.7 3b. 10 36.30
1360 /7-3 IS/ /^O -OJ -DM 7^" . loZ) oooyi .6 7i3 e.zo s;si 7?.r /so ^r 'Hi /.? 7.1 3o,za 3«.3o
1310 (i.l Mf Ho -0./ -6.11 . 7>' .Ojiil 0001% ,07i3 i.zo S.Si 77.
C
/S~0 a .fi9 z.o J.2- J:lo 3d.3o
PHtn-o .^ B,- 7 nto /fj Ml (go -<»./ -0.1 9^ .OioL-i .06o?g 67ti i.Zo S'.Sf 7Vf /So c^ .t(>9> Z-.O J. 7 36. lo 30.^0
Photo B,-S ms' /$.S isro (So • -Q.I -6.1 nr .0/ bi^ .OOpio .Olio ff.3 t.Co 7f.y /jTb if .?^& 2. -7 3.^ 36. to 30.30
C£^<licO Fl'i.ltJC l3fo ( lA)C>z sAsac 3C >/>£ dA/AJ To 4o 3 „•
h^tr^ " B,-*? nil ^ /So li& 5"o -a./ -o.i 74- PIOTI — - — sjs- —
_j /St, Cf -?^8 Z.c^ ;?.4 " 3 6.ZO 3 O.Jo
mr
KJlUC TgAiS/OAJC • ^> •3.'?7 /is o/c ''?45r Jt//v/r t^iiJes To /?/(?/ /ff^ 3ZO 3""' .,
<*-Z S.Stclh, fuo 1 D -T » -Si-i LJ^ay Pl/^JAc :x.r- ^'^^1 3 /^;f t: SCO fit Gai^ 1 : 4o)
^^^^|^^B2oKMcAJC&0 Mor»«<<0(: l4^^ loco 18.6 S-0 -P./o •o.io 74
^H^H^q Pi/eiAjc l43o
/?>V6 (S/j/'j . ^'^z .oiS'" i-i4r If.o /So nf .o/oij .600 So .077g 23" J".(.o ^.3a eo.7 -6.96 144 ij- .%i 2.S i-.? 2f.r 36.10 3o.3o
<<2 .0/s" KJTi" lU /St> 11] .0 /Oi<f . ©007') . «>77i J.sj- ^.zx S(.C> (0-' 6^ .%S 2.Z s-.s
^J .^z^" ifi? (iz. /s-i 180 .0/02.4 .00080 .0782 ^.ib 8.30 *(.t iSZ. i4 A(>i Z.Z SL .
isir Ill /So ISI loio ^600go .o7«f i.Jo «.5o <?r/ tSL (.4 .%% 1.0 ^.?
li-36 /9l /so m .o/ol4 •oooSo '«7?i r.ii' g.3o ^/.<i IS-/ ii .%& /.6 CO




H«TC<l«0. ?KOTO "Bi'-^ /Cof /0<»6 - IS6 HI s.'}S - isr> cs- .?(.(» 2./ ^[
/CfO 1006 - ISO lii 1 \ ( f ' r f.7i' - > f iSb GS- .%(. 2-1 ^l ] V 7
Cc^jfcd f^or6R{fja fClf 1
FA. ?. Cj.C. 3. J --a-si T^ao? ft-f !,

EXPERIMENT NO. ^ / TITLE
ENGINE ^^^ " pR^'^-rioNi
^/f^ laii/ tea/s/oa/ 7K'iN<ss
FUEI HA•R(^^d Ia/mite 5,Qi^
DATE





CONSTANTS BMEP » B.L. X 4',Z5' BHP = -^^4=|3§^^c 0.20 "B.L. osc.uLo^coPa g^.m ; 35-(/r^vC J /\6s.P««o«w
REMARKS TIME RUN RPM B.L. F.L TEMP. OILPRE8. p. \ \ AIRCONS. FUELCONS. i: S.A. R u a>l£f r^' n Ta s. h ^ A' fe flOIL JAC
ComHS/JCSO Me-7-9ii.,t^& /Of<5 c /ooo ro 0.0 0.0 73 zs^ Zf.fS
" FirilWG /<3;r6
//oo yi-.^ /i7 180 0.0 73 ,010^5" . 00080 orat g,3o ^,ss ^76 -a.7 Ifo 70 .??o 2.3 ZS,8S Zff.7S 1*1.7S
///O /i.^- /-?? 180 'fiS 72 .OlOlb .00030 .Off^O o'.3o S-.S-Q 70.3 /i>2 U .m l.C Zl.io
//24 /<;.7 /^o (SI 0.0 7it .OloiS .00078 .67^8 8.ZO r.s'i" 7*.f l$-l QC .ns ZA irs-
Photo 7?ecoRi» C- 1 //3d it,.^ /so /"So
_^
o.o 1Z ,6lo/o .oeoto ,&79o u 6'.30 .r.5b 7/.5 Ifi ^C fii X..0 sr3
lllf iro JS-/ m 6.0 n .0 tots' ,ooo7'J .»ng 8.2r y.j-s- 7;j.z. is-^ cs- f7/ /.3 S.I
?Ho-n» Rece«o C -2 Uoo 17.1 I4f ISO i.a 11 .6 lots .OooSb .i7«8 ^.30 S-SS" 7S-.Z ISI ^i" .iLf !? S.J
UlS" /7.8 ISZ 18
1
b.a 73 .olo/S' .00076 .i>74g ff.ao S-.iS •)A.<o iSl ^s- Uf z<> S.O
Photo Rec«i?/o C-3 iXlJ. i8.^ /SO l&o 0.0 73 ^otciS .oeotb .»'JS8 g.so s,sf 78.Z iSc C5 %f z-^ 3.8 \ '
IZ30 l8.<o I4J /8/ ^.bS' 93 . 01 010 .ooogo .•/J-i <?.3d S.i.0 7?. 6 m is nr z.s- J. 6 J«8o
H'^f I8.S- is/ /go d.O 74 .OlOlS' .OOO0O .0 788 8.30 s.sr 7g.4 I s-o C^ .K?
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Photo T?P.c«8b C-S~ 1330 /^^ /so /8/ o 74 .oi&iS ooo So .0'88 5.30 s-.sr &/.<: lS-0 CS .%? 2.0 3.4
Vi^S
^ r /?.i ISi. /?;
'
\ o 74 .oiftir" 1 oooffo .o^e \ g.3o J-. ST 5/6 ' t ISO iS .%? z.o 3.7 1 \ <
\\\k




rLUIlt To iPt oa/^ Y f^cASK S.O ^•^^
* J 3.?,4 Ik 05C/C/.0 5C0Pc: Gf\nS : (/?u/v/ C'
)
MIIH #
^^^^^^H Co|A»AB.UCED ([MO c' looo s-o 76
^^^^^H ?MOTO RECORD f-/ ijroo /9./ /$$ /$0 • '.0^ *-.os 76 .Oielo .00080 .am zs- ?.36 y.S-0 9/.Z '6.9 ISO C(^ '^*7 /.O <^.0 ii.AT 2.U6 zt7o
.1 .. c '- ^ lIs-Zo /f.i- 1^6 I8f 76 .010/0 .oool^ .o?n 8jr S. S6 81.
8
IS/ a .liZ SL.O S.S'
.V " c - 3 IS30 if.2 I4f /8/ 7J- .O/oOS' .60O%o .o?ff «.30 iTAS- «(.& /so is- .n^ /.f s-o •
.. c'-< iir-v^ /f.7 lU i8o 7i'
.•/O'^J •«ooto .oifs- 8.36 i-^6- f?3.C» /SI ib .%z /.0 4.Z
" c'-j- /STO
1
l9.f iSi /$> \ \ y ' ' f 7r .oi^o^T ,OOOB0 .07fS \ f 8.30 .r.45- 54.4 \ ISO is- .HZ /•? 4.S- V \
SECuCCD BOGiMe. . /froo
!?,«)(; 6aps : ^' •<"^"
it 2. - 1 ; 1
'





i(rtjim au'«'»^'?5 /A/ Pu^j. Uine..
-
\
PAP. Uc •G. i--9-S/ T^v SJS C-C

EXPERIMENT NO.^"^ TITI F Y/^ l-dc.^ ^^ ^/^/v /?//v<r^
ENGINE-^ C F R -
^
pr^/cry^^y FlfFLKlAf^iMe UJh/t^ q«
—— 1DATE y^'^ f/L ZoJfS/ SLOAN 1 AF




BORElil STROKE±jL. COMPRESSION RATIO S, c s RAROMETFF 3<:).6^
CONSTANTS
_
BM.P = B.L. X 4..r
_ BHP = ^^.^^ - .... x .... .y.-O.. 5c... ^o.m/ / 3^
,.,^ ,_,





PhoTT). D-I \\2o /7.7
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3
r.rr 7i'.i -.10 1^0 is- .970 /.70 3.? if. 10 799^ 2^-^








fi.^ J-.iT 76.8 -.10 /.?o 3.(i> itfo 2ft
ir--l
11
45" /8.0 14^ 1^0 h'< .0d07« fi.X r.ro 7/'p.3 -.90 s./o 4.0 29. /o 1*. 8a'
Pi+ero. D-^ lire /8./ liO (do 1 1-'^ .iioii J.0008C '6191 a. r.ro 7*. 8 -.«ir /. 80 3.6 2t. /r
*• 1
/aoO iBZ IJTo (p(
1
h«>' ?3 , 0/4' 1 1. Od«60 .07*? 8.^ r.s-o 77. i -%T S.^O 3.6 af-./i"
PkgTo. D-3 IZlS* (d-l Ln (7? -I'*' 7i ,0/0/3 .0O6-78 .077C R>2 r,xo 74.
8
-.fo f.lo 2.4 2.t./t>
1230 /iX iff /8o !-..r 73 .OtOli , oooBd .095 1 8.5 jr.fo ??.! -.fo /.fo /.6 i?./»
j>H-*ro p-4- I2.4S /e.z 1^1 181 73 .010/3 .oooeo r«7>?
'
^.:? f.4-0 77. i -to 7.-00 ^.8 Z?./o
1







2.0O <3.g i?./o V 1 f
Secune.0 Eni&ime. a^i/ l3ll 1
i i
,
l\&iAovJfcO ^a. " 5 /?>MGS.
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—
0<L. /'/<»s''~ j-</lu/«r i ?jA/<s.' ro StiAk-£A :
.2, 1.0 « I^S.
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I VV.02. lk>s INC ?E4X( IKi ^Cd/9£ (Sj/* /AJ Tfc : ^o \1
- - i
3 \l).«11 lbs




*' Pi-ei'OG 1400 le.o I^S" Iffo -6 .( -.ir 74 .b\t\% oi
.0787 7^ /?.3 .970 H.o ^> 2?,/o ZtSS 29.9
PmoTo b-l HIS 1«.C iro 1^0 -.if 74- ,t\^\% .000 Z 0787 ^.3 Tir 7^.<;p ~o.9o ISO (^f? '9h txo 8.0 1IhH »43« (&.S 1+^ 180 -..f 74 ,6ibi& .066 8 oi9y jTjr 79.*? f^p<r 1 ? Ao S.3^^H Pt^OTO 14^0 1B<8 |S"6 \-\\ -.If 74 , 0(01% 0797 r.ir ?'f.7 ?4? Zi?o 5-3 I
^^^IH I44r IV^ (S"6 /8f -.(f 74 .&iof3 07fa' r.rr ^0.4 .ni lio ^.4
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EXPERIMENT NQE-e'tITIF 7/6 ^^fTfc R/?v;pr£D Su,?FAce l<iH65
ENGINF CFR - FR\CX|6JV FMFI Ma<^iM£ UiMire, ^q






CONSTANTS BMPP« B.L. X 4.XS- BHP = Vtf/^ ^^^ - *-20 X '^.t. (5,q/A/ : 3^





FT S.A. R h 8k«» f'' 7? 7-^ ^C r< L /'. fc 1?^^OIL JAC
Co«M2lJCtO M»r«4lAJfi o?ro ^ I6CC ^6
l^on^ei/^fi PrfoTo £-' /oor 146 /// v./;- 77 .d/o4/ .0<3o8 — £3' <?.3 5-.7<» •0.50 /r/ 62. .f76 2.t il4 Jj.iS
CoHMSMC&o P|(e/Aitf lilO /ro /JZ
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//«>« 1A."> \4% /?« 6 Tl ,«/Olg .Off(, S.So 40.7 /ro 6i" .f70 /.-f <?.3 ioJo
1115- t4-.« /r3 nj d 7*) .0/018 .018^ ^-.Jo ".? /J-
3
66 .n? ;?.r f.O 19. }0
PrtoTo E-3 •ur l^i ISO Of 7^ .O/0Z3 'O78o y.i-r t4.C tU tr zo 4.( 3#.>o
P>*oTo £"-+ I2|0 <6.r m /8f ^? .tf/bO .•?*» 7o.X ISZ 6r a.o 3.^ 3«.J*
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3».4J
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IZS^O 14.1 ISO (80 V.ttS '»? 0760 ^Z.o /^/ 65" /•? ?•? 90.?^
Prtoro fe-a Ifis- /s:d ISO /So ^,oi78 .078- 67./ ITf 6r z.r 2? 3«.)r
PH»ro E-7 I37r ^ r I^X , ISo /So o 78 ^' ) f .0780 >' 1 1 68.^ ' /^« 6b- z.r 2.8 j 36. ?« ^L_
CcAseo P\/?iM<i (33& TiM.: 3^ ^0 1








.^4? ^.8 3^.30 3o.^^
Sftcodtp Emc HH TiMH 3^ j-4'^
^e>^©Vec> "^A. '^ 3 gi'vj«> (xu P4»r Tu/jfi /Zt^¥s r* 'Sfi4A-<?/^ 3fl 2 \ •MX.
R vMCTa.A)Si»<os ; e' (Fo - 3«f'^^





^^^^^^H CoHHftMCe. K»-t»<^. H4o E' /«60 ^ 7'^"
^H^^^H Fu«\)OC 1443
1^k4©To. C-/ K4S /s-.e (S"! (^} -or -or .otojr ,6ooSD 07^8 «!' 2.} $.45- fc?.! -5.^6 /SI cs- .^^7 — — 2t5f 3i.^ lio.ii-
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Figure I.- Engine, showing orosshcad and spring-mounted combustion ^
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N CH E S
FigurejV Details of elect romagnetlo piclcup for measuring cylinder
sleeve rrotlon. .»..>, n/aca "^ f^'a (i^i fiy li^.-voo.o

Figur* V
Fig. V Photograph of :«fieasuring Squipment
fa
Fixture VI















2 Lands .^rcvrn sreas
)
Ring after appr ox. 6 hours of
@ 1000 nm TT.ean BKEP 68 pai.
2 Lancia shown (Light areas)
firing
Fig, X Photomicrographs 3/l6" Interrupted Surface





Ring after approx. 6 hours of firing
@ 1000 RB^, Tcean HN^P 68 psi.
Fig. XI PhotoiEicrographs 3/l6"' Interrupted Surface
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